Crane Sessions™ is a weekly Premium Live stream session with world leading DJ's, labels and
international brands.
The Crane is the venue for all credible kind of underground music: (deep)house and techno.
The Crane is the most intriguing and excessive place you can imagine. Raw & industrial.
Premium Live stream sessions are edited with high end video shoots. Quality.
Premium quality, exposure and target audience are leading.
DJs: Seth Troxler, Tale of Us, Black Coffee, Skrillex, Route 94, Mind Against, Jackmaster, Joris
Voorn, Jamie Jones, Richy Achmed, WaFF, Hot Since 82, Nina Kraviz, Martinez Brothers, Palms
Trax, DJ Tennis, Job Jobse and many many more...
Hundreds of brands like Louis Vuitton, Hennessy Moet 007-Belvedere, VICE, Red Bull, Samsung,
Bavaria, Warsteiner, BE-AT.TV, Villeroy & Boch, Grohe, Philips, ABN AMRO, Heineken...
http://faralda.com/stakeholders.
Crane Sessions™ has proven to be a highly-appreciated platform for exposure and revenue. No
structure beats the Crane. We offer high quality content, distributed to a widespread but unique and
difficult to reach target audience.
Revenue: Financial corporation on request.
We achieve the highest possible outcome for our Crane Sessions™ event in collaboration with our
partners. All with a proven track record in the music industry.
Cranesessions partners: www.mixmag.com and www.eyeforce.nl
Mixmag: ‘’It's hard to really put into words how good this party was but we found club land’s
version of heaven and we'll never forget it.’’
CNN: “… unusual hotel you won’t believe actually exist“
Urbandaddy: “ Okay, there’s one hotel like that. And here it is: Faralda NDSM Crane Hotel.
The Weirdest Hotel in Amsterdam”
Daily Star: ‘’WITH extravagant decor, roll-top baths and a heated whirlpool with panoramic
views of Amsterdam, this swanky hotel is the height of style’’
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UK Business Insider: ‘‘The cherry on top? A Jacuzzi with a breathtaking view over
Amsterdam.’’
Ministry of Sound: ‘’In the past year alone we've partied on a bus, inside a glacier, at
a
spooky cabin in the woods, even at an oasis in Morocco, but a party inside a crane still had us
very excited.’’
Fused Magazine: ‘’It’s certainly set to become one of the most talked about pieces of
architecture in The Netherlands.’’
Mixmag: “Most fun after party in Crane Hotel Faralda”

For more information, statistics, facts, studio sheet, consult, branding- activation, exposure, GRP,
target range: info@cranesessions.tv
or ask Edwin (+31655800659)
www.faralda.com
http://bit.ly/2q5tMbl
www.cranesessions.tv
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